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Let X, be an irreducible aperiodic recurrent Markov chain with countable state space I and with 
the mean recurrence times having second moments. There is proved a global central imit theorem 
for the properly normalized sojouE tim_es. More precisely, if tinI = x:=1 ii( then the prob- 
ability measures induced by {ti”‘/Jn - Jn7ri)i.l (wi being the ergodic distribution) on the Hilbert- 
space of square summable I-sequences converge weakly in this space to a Gaussian measure 
determined by a certain weak potential operator. 
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1. Introduction and statements 
Let P = (Pij)i,jEI be an irreducible aperiodic strongly ergodic Markov transition 
matrix for a countable state space I, where strong ergodicity means that P is ergodic 
and the recurrence times are square integrable. Let I;I = (mi)iEl be the ergodic 
distribution and M = (pnij)i,jcl be the matrix of mean recurrence times. If h is a 
probability measure on I we write {(Xn)nao, P”} for the Markov chain with transition 
matrix P and starting distribution A. We write Pi for P”’ where SiG) = Sij and further 
&’ for the n-step transition matrix and p$’ = PA (Xn = j). If P is ergodic, it is strongly 
ergodic if and only if H?ti is finite valued (see [5, p. 2741). If P is strongly crgodic the 
following (weak) potential matrix ziij = ~~=o (pi,?’ - rj) exists and is finite valued ([S, 
Propositions 9-751). 
Let Kij = T&j + TjZji - 7Ti(Sij - Wj). If C = (Ci, i E I), Ci G R let KC = (xj K&j, i E I) if 
it is well defined. As usually we set 12 = {c : xi CT < 00) and 11~11~ = xi C: for c E 12. It will 
turn out that K acting on l2 is a S-operator, that is, a self-adjoint non-negative- 
definite trace class operator, It is well known that this is equivalent with 
covariance operator of an unique centred Gaussian measure on 12. Let p be this 
measure. 
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For n E IV let 
tin) = i Ii and 
k=l 
If n E l%, then tin) # 0 only for finite many i E 1. So clearly Ciel Z,(i)* < 00. So for each 
starting distribution A on I (z,(i))i,r defines a probability measure on 12, say JL:. 
Theorem. If AM is finite valued (especially if A is bounded by a multiple of II) the 
probability measures pt converge weakly in (12, IIII) to p, that is, for each bounded 
continuous function 65 : (12, II 11) + W one has p: (@) -p p(G) as n + 00. 
If @ : l2 + R is continuous it then follows that p#-’ + @D-r in distribution. 
Taking @ linear one obtains that for c = (ci)i,l E 12 
is asymptotically normally distributed with mean 0 and variance Ci,j CicjKih 
This is somewhat disappointing as one knows this to be true for all bounded 
sequences ci ([3, Chapter 1.16, Theorem 11). One is therefore apt to think that a 
theorem like the above could be true in Ii = {C : xi ICil < do}. (Clearly 2, E 21 for all n.) 
But one can easily construct an example where p(Zr) = 0 (see Section 3). 
A theory for the limiting behavior of sojourn distributions of Markov processes 
(continuous time or not) is not well established, although there seems to occur 
interesting aspects which are not mere generalizations of the independent case. For 
such an instance in the very special case of Brownian motion on the circle see [2]. 
Baxter and Brosamler [l] seem to have been the first who introduced recurrent 
potential kernels in this context. They however restricted themselves to linear 
functionals on the sojourn distributions. 
mof of the theorem 
The proof of the theorem relies heavily on the elegant methods and results of 
Pitman [7]. We recall the facts which are relevant o us. 
Let be the following Markov trarsition matrix on 1 X 1 
I 
P(i,iMk,l) = PikPil- 
If V, A are probability measures on I there is a chain (Xn = (Xn, XL), pyx”) with state 
space I x 1, transition matrix P and starting distribution v x A, called the bivariate 
chain. Clearly .X,, XL are then two independent chains with state space 1, transition 
matrix 15 and starting measures v and A respective1.y. Letio E I be a fixed state and set 
1” = inf{n > 0 :X, = XL = io}. Then 
(p$’ -p$)I dP*,,( (1) 






and vM are finite valued one has according to Proposition 3.9 of [7] 
i?,&‘)-. (3) 
be the ith coordinate projection. From now on we assume that A is a 
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fixed probability measure on I for which AM is finite valued. 
Let 
my= 
AS C?=I IpAi (&’ - ri I< 00 one has 
lim n+g) m) = 0 for all i. 
Let 
Siy’ = *k((fCi - l?Zr)(#j - ??I!;‘)) 
Let 
ii?) 
?I m &=l I=&+1 
Proof. 
= A, +I&, say. 
(4) 
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because 
i CIP $ - *ii] < 00 (Corollary 1 of [ 7]), 
and 
which for each i goes to 0 as n + 00 and is uniformly bounded by 2. From this and 
again (5) B, + 0 follows by dominated convergence. So 
lim C 1 fi,y’ - ti.7’ 1= 0. 
n+a i,j 
It remains to show that lim,,, Ci.i I$’ - S,J = 0; 
which converges to 0 as n + 00 again by (5). 
The lemma Is proved. 
Lemma 2. Ci,j Is:;’ -Kij(+O asn-,m. 
Projof. According to Lemma 1 it suffices to prove that 
Cl s'~~'-KijI+O as n +oO. 
i,i 
We have 




ij =mi c 1-s <py -rj) 
s= 1 ( 1 n 
so the expression in (7) is less than or eqlual 
6) 
(7) 
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which corrverges to 0 as 12 + 00 because 
C qi f C Jpl:;’ -~~I~C~i z Faix,(Ta~)= f I~,X,(T~S) 
i s=k j i s=k s= k 
which converges to 0 as k + 00. 
In the course of the above calculations we clearly haye proved 
Lemma 3. K and Stn) = (S~~‘)i,jcI are S-operatow 
We recall from [6] that a sequence T(“) of S-operators is called compact if 
supn trace T (n) < 00 and lim k_,a SUPn xzk Tii”’ =: 0. 
An easy consequence of Lemma 2 is 
Lemma 4. Stn’ is a compact sequence of S-operators. 
Proof of the theorem. According to Lemma 4 and Theorem VI 2.3 of [6] JL~ is a 
relatively compact sequence of probability measures on /*a It therefore remains to 
prove that for m f N; il, ia, . . . , i, E 1, pt (Kil, Ki2, . . . , Ki,,,)-’ converge in distribution 
(as y1 +OO) to the centered Gaussian measure in Rk with covariarrce matrix 
(Ki+,, )i.k = I.....m* 
According to (4) and Lemma 2 it suffices to prove asymptotic normality. Let 
f 1, . . . , fm E R be arbitrary. According to Theorem 1[3, Chapter I 161 &~im_l fiKj)-’ 
is asymptotically normally distributed. As f 1, . . . , fm are arbitrary, this implies that 
CC% , . . . , Km)-1 is asymptotically normally distributed. The proof of the theorem is 
thus finished. 
3. A counterexample 
Let I = N and pii = pj with Cj Jij = ~3. Clearly P = (pii) i,jcl is strongly ergodic with 
Kij = pi(Sii -pi). Let p be the centered Gauss’ian measure on Z#i with Id’ as its 
covariance operator. We shall show that 
cc (Id = 0. 
We have 
E.C(iKiI) = ($i(l-Pi))li2 
and therefore 
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For i # j we obtain from Gebelein’s inequality [4] 
Icov(lKil, I~il)l s {var(lKil) var(kil IKi)}“* 
s VZW(IKil)1’21plil(j~ VaT(IKjl)“* 
= ( 1 1 2 -i PiPi 
where p , is the correlation coefficient. 
From this one gets 
and therefore ~~=, (IKil -pIKi]) converges in probability. But 12, plKil= 00 and SO 
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